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Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this document, it is for guidance only. The Land Owner and Developer and their directors and officers and agents make no warranty as to the accuracy, reliability, 
currency or completeness of the information contained in the document and it does not constitute an offer or contract. Illustrations, diagrams and photographs featured in this document are for presentation purposes 

and are indicative only. Artist impressions have been prepared by third party consultants. Interested parties should satisfy themselves as to the accuracy, reliability, currency and completeness of each description or 
reference.  All information in this document is subject to change without notice.  Any furniture shown in the renders are illustrative only and are not included in the sale of any apartment or as part of the purchase 

price for any apartment.  The copyright in this brochure remains the property of the Developer and the reproduction, reprinting or use of this brochure or any part is strictly prohibited.

connect with 
a brisbane 
developer
a unique part of pradella is its
development, construction 
and propertY manager expertise 
culminating in tHe pradella 
advantage

Backed by more than 50 years industry experience, Pradella is one 

of Queensland’s most awarded property groups and has earned a 

reputation for quality, innovation and service. 

As developer, builder and property manager, we oversee a 

project from inception to delivery and beyond to ensure our 

exceptionally high standards of quality are continually surpassed. 

Our projects are delivered on time with relentless consistency 

which is a testament to the care, foresight and thoroughness 

with which we approach every project. 

Ultimately, our goal is to deliver the most positive and rewarding 

experience to our clients and to establish relationships that last a 

lifetime. Reassuringly, it is our experience that helps us achieve this.

This seamless reliability continues with our Development and 

Construction team which has been at the forefront of the 

Brisbane apartment market for the best part of a decade and has 

seen recent apartment and housing projects receive numerous 

HIA and UDIA awards. 

Gardens, at Riverside West End, represents a significant milestone 

in the 4101 area. This meticulously masterplanned neighbourhood 

will see the development of a range of new residences. As 

our twelfth project in the area, it demonstrates our ongoing 

commitment to establishing vibrant communities that form part of 

Brisbane’s unique residential landscape.


